
Frontend Software Developer - DOSH(OPIN Technologies)
Collaborated with a cross-functional team to design and develop interactive and responsive web
applications using React.js, ensuring compatibility across various browsers and devices.
Implemented new features and optimized existing codebase, resulting in a 60% improvement in
performance.
Worked closely with UX/UI designers to translate wireframes and mockups into efficient and
visually appealing user interfaces.

2023 -present

  Project Intern - DOSH(OPIN Technologies)
Assisted in developing a customer-facing dashboard using React and Typescript, contributing to a
20% increase in user engagement.
Participated in daily stand-ups, collaborated with senior developers, and gained hands-on
experience in Agile development methodologies.
Conducted comprehensive testing and debugging of front-end code, ensuring a seamless user
experience across multiple devices and browsers.
Worked individually to conceptualize the website design for new changes on the company’s
website and successfully chosen.
Assisted the creative team in creating a visually appealing website.

2022 - 2023

Experience

Languages: HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript,Typescript
Frameworks/Libraries: React.js, Nextjs
Version Control: Git
Responsive Design: Bootstrap, TailwindCss

API Integration: RESTful APIs, GraphQL
Performance-Optimization:   Code-splitting, 

Problem Solving.
Communication Skills

            Lazy loading, Caching

Skills

FRANKLIN MENSAH
Frontend Software Developer

A highly skilled Frontend Software Developer with 3 years of experience in designing and
implementing responsive, user-friendly web interfaces. Proficient in modern frontend
technologies and frameworks, dedicated to delivering high-quality code and exceptional user
experiences.

+233 554824341fiificode@gmail.com https://fiififranklin.netlify.com
https://github.com/fiificode

Freelance Software Developer 2019 - 2022

Design and implement frontend interfaces to assemble web applications based on client and user
stories.
Build functional interfaces, for mobile-first, dynamic web applications.
Build and test APIs using modern-driven development frameworks.

Summary

https://fiififranklin.netlify.com/
https://github.com/fiificode


Audi Landing Page

This is a redesign of the Audi R8 automobile website. This website was designed to be responsive using  
HTML,CSS and Javascript.
Github: https://github.com/fiificode/Audi-landing-page

Projects

HTML,CSS,JavaScript

React Admin Dashboard
Reactjs,Css

This is an Admin Dashboard designed using Reactjs.
Github: https://github.com/fiificode/react-admin-dashboard

FamSec Insurance Website
Nextjs,TailwindCss,Figma,Vercel

This is a landing page for an Insurance Company. This project is responsive on all devices. 
Website is live on: https://famsec-insurance.vercel.app
Github: https://github.com/fiificode/famsec-insurance.

https://famsec-insurance.vercel.app/
https://github.com/fiificode/famsec-insurance.

